College Theater Will Present First Play of Current Season

Members of the College Theater have been busy preparing for the presentation of a musical program, scheduled for next Thursday, November 21, at 8 o'clock in the college auditorium.

Mr. Burroughs Directing

The play, a comedy under the direction of Leland M. Burroughs portrays the adventures of Wally Guth, Dinosaur, Mickey Rybicke; John Zylka, Mr. Antrobus, Melvin V. Diercks; Miss E. J. L. Sperdau; Robert A. Anderson, vice-president; Mary Winkfer, Gordon Steinfest, Douglas Stipe, and James E. Leamy, who will represent the mailing list of CSTC students.

The play will be presented as a benefit to the college annual fund, which was established last year for the purpose of helping students with their expenses, or to help them in case of illness.

The play is a comedy and is intended to be a light-hearted entertainment for the students and the public.

Band Will Present Music Assembly

The college band will present a concert of popular music this morning at 10 o'clock in the auditorium.

Band Uniform Fund Receives Donation

Of special interest to students, especially those in the band, is the news of a five-dollar donation from Miss Marjorie Lobeg, one of the members of the band, to the Band Uniform Fund.

The donation is for the uniform fund and includes a fine selection of supplies for the band members.

College Parish priest, Father J. L. Murphy, is currently leading a movement to collect funds for the Band Uniform Fund, in order to provide the band members with the necessary supplies to perform at their best.

Two Teachers Able to Attend State Meet

Have you been wondering who those two people are, who are being able to get rooms, attending the Middle School Teachers' Convention last week?

CSTC was represented by the following two teachers, who are currently attending the convention:

The Pointers will be glad to publish this letter if the writer will leave his or her name with the editor or put it in the Pointer mailbox in the main office.

The Pointer staff.

Army Examinations Planned for January

The Navy announced recently that the first nation-wide competitive examination for its Officer Cadet Corps is scheduled for January 13, 1946, and that all students in the junior and senior classes of colleges or graduates within the age requirements, successful candidates will be selected for the Navy or Marine Corps, or of the Reserve, upon graduation.

Application forms and instructions may be obtained from the nearest Navy Recruiting Office or by writing to the Naval Reserve Training Officer, Box 1234, New York City.

Choice of NROTC or NACAP

Those selecting the former program will attend one of the two colleges or universities, while the NACAP units will receive the government cost of tuition books and normal fees and may be offered entrance in either the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps, U. S. Navy, or the Naval Aviation College Program, U. S. Navy.

The four-year program will be in the hands of officers commissioned in the Regular Navy and will be conducted under the active direction of officers commissioned in the Regular Service or the Naval Reserve and return to civilian life.

Naval Aviation College Program
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Student Organizations

Wesley Foundation

Jean Neal of CSTC was elected president of the Wisconsin Methodist Student Federation. The annual meeting was held in Stevens Point on November 1 and 2 at St. Stephen's Methodist church. Other officers elected are: Louis Ostrin, Wilkes, vice president; Duane Parks, Eau Claire, secretary; Lois McConnell, Superior, treasurer; Rev. Rev. Rev. Rev. W. A. Johnson, national secretary; and Rev. Rev. Rev. Rev. W. E. B. DuBois, national president.

Guest speakers at the meeting included Rev. Dr. Kirby Page, of La Grange, Illinois, pastor of the First Congregational Church of La Grange, Illinois, and Rev. Dr. J. E. Buxton, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The meeting included a discussion of the movement of students toward social work and the need for greater understanding between students and the church.

Grammer Round Table

A special interest round table meeting was held by the students in the English Department. The meeting was called to discuss the importance of the relationship between students and the college community. The meeting was attended by a large number of students, and the discussion was lively and engaging.

Newman Club

A new club, the Newman Club, was formed at CSTC and is underway. The club is devoted to the study of literature and art and is open to all students.

Gamma Delta

An impressive candlelight service was held in Bethel Lutheran Church of University City, St. Louis, Missouri. Approximately 350 students were present, and the service included a reading of the Declaration of Independence and the Pledge of Allegiance.

Radio Workshop

A brief schedule of the radio workshop for this week is as follows: On Friday, November 15, the "Music Album" will be presented. Music of the West will be presented on Monday, November 18, and a musical review of "Huckleberry Finn" by the author and the music will be presented on Thursday, November 21.

Chi Delta Rho

Chi Delta Rho fraternity held its first rush party on Tuesday, November 1. Approximately 50 people were present, and the party was a great success. The party included a potluck dinner and games.

Chipeters

The Chipeters, a group of students, held a meeting to discuss the future of the group and plans for upcoming events.

Chi Omega Mu Chi Sorority

Chi Omega Mu Chi held its annual banquet on Thursday, November 13. Approximately 50 people were present, and the banquet included a potluck dinner and games.

Omegas Chi Mu Chi Sorority

Omegas Chi Mu Chi held its annual banquet on Thursday, November 13. Approximately 50 people were present, and the banquet included a potluck dinner and games.

Rambo Dows

Rambo Dows was held on Wednesday, November 12. Approximately 50 people were present, and the event included a potluck dinner and games.
Second Bowling Loop Begins Its Schedule

Taking advantage of the lapse between the football and basketball seasons, CSTC bowling rolled into the sports limelight last week. Adding additional interest to the bowling scene was the entrance of the new Veterans' Bowling league.

The new bowlers took to the base ment of the South Side alleys to turn in high scores, which indicates that they will be giving the older College league serious competition before long.

Rural Life took the lead in the league by turning in an 806 game and a 2,177 series. The Boomers were second in high single games with a score of 747. Newman Club followed closely with 741. In the high series, Mal Carlson’s ‘Gas House Gang’ Bears finished third with a 2,042 game. Bears finished third with a 2,042 series.
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Weekend sporting interest centered on the Army-Noire Dame clash, which found two evenly matched teams in a 201 game to capture the head in the college league. Joe Negard, that consistent bowler, hit another 200 game to capture the third place. This, with our money on Notre Dame, you can truly "swatted" through this tilt of the year. The game caused many a blood pressure to soar to new highs.

Joe Negard, that consistent bowler, hit another 200 game to capture the head in the college league. Joe had a 161 average, which is tops this week. Must be inspired by Junior.

Last week, bowling alleys were the scene of a very enthusiastic three game series between the Phi Sigs and the Chi Delta. Al Kazia and ‘Red’ Roberts started for their respective teams when they were each responsible for a victory in the last frame. Phi Sigs took two out of three to win the series. In six inter-fraternity games, each frat has won three and lost three.

Ray Blaskey of the new bowling league turned in a 201 game and a 913 series to cop first place with a 227 average. What power!
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Dear Editor,

Last week, in this column there appeared an article written by an anonymous character, XYZ. To the writer of that column, it was 100% true, but to me it appeared quite false. I found it quite surprising that the cog, nomen, “Pointers,” a nickname which I have always liked, and thin on the gridiron and basket ball court for over 30 years, should be cast aside in favor of a more fit ting appellation. I do not see that anyone who disagrees with our worthy constituents will, henceforth, be branded as a ‘highbrow’ or a ‘traditionalist. ’ I believe that, then let me let you make my point at XYZ also coincides the name of Kathryn Peterson, president, perhaps it serves the purpose of a more fit periphrasis in the group. They also present their college education. Shortly thereafter by a breath less By 10:30 the staff is beginning to

To the Pointer staff:

Poo bee with that of “motionless” and the club on Tuesday, November 14. It is important that all members are present.

To have a lively time.

You for your thoughtfulness and you give me much pleasure.

To help. Keep up the nation. Illly Advert

The Gross Barber Shop

CAMPELL'S SHOE DEPT.

Here's Your Pointer Behind the Scenes

Every Monday night from 6:30 on, a faithful staff of earnest, ambitious, hard-working people gather in the Pointer office to slave away over a week's accumulation of news and a few previews of coming attractions. These people comprise the editorial staff of the Pointer.

Here's a brief look behind the scenes during a typical Monday night in the Pointer office.

First to arrive, usually, are the typists and the news-editors followed by a breath less editor, who after dropping hurriedly into the chair behind her desk, starts correcting copy and throwing it at the typists. Pointer typists are known for their ability to decipher and decode writing, shorthand and hieroglyphics.

From here on, amid the clash and chatter of typewriters, the news stories are assembled and readied for the linotypes.

The news-editors correct typewriter copy as it comes from the typists. It is he who checks for errors made in transferring stories from longhand to typewriter copy. Eventually he gets around to making out assignments for the coming week’s Pointer issue, a job which really demands a “point eye.”

The current news-editors help correct copy and write news-stories for the sports, and to them go the job of helping with the odds and ends.

Passers-by often find the staff enjoying a good laugh over some story, typographical error, etc. Mike Foster’s pet mouse has furnished some good entertainment.

The composition editors and his assistant receive the copy after it passes the final proof reader and to them goes the “head” or the stories. A good news-story deserves a good head—and the composition editors have what it takes to give them such heads. Each headline must be fitted

into space between a column and sometimes it takes much head scratching, trial and application of higher mathematica before the head is ready to fit.

Reporters wander in at intervals to bring in overdue assignments, or just to see where things are going, and in between times the Men’s Glee club can be heard practicing for the com ing concert. “MacNamara’s Band” sure pops things up besides appealing to the ears of the staff.

By 10:30 the staff is beginning to wake and things are stepped up so that everyone can get home to do that math or history assignment.

Coke bottles which appeared mysteriously from nowhere (ask the typ ist about this) are now empty and some busy person is collecting them in the Final Copy wire basket.

The editor sits quietly chewing on her pencil, grinning out the week.

Incidentally, the Pointer stories should be extra sharp now since the Pointer has finished after two and a half years of try ing, acquired a brand new, shiny pencil, sharpener.

After the typists close shop, the office is so quiet you can hear a paper clip drop. The final proof is shuffled and rechecked. More than likely the Pointer will be “See ing Eye” or “Where’s the story on the Student Council?”

send-news-editors on a hunt for the missing story.

But before long the yellow sheets of copy are finally slipped into the folder marked “The Pointer” and the Irish editor’s arm. After a final glance around the room the editor turns out the lights and locks the door behind him. Work. By this time the lights in the main building have been turned out and the halls are quiet as a tomb. So, with this Frankenstein setting, it is time to give the editorial staff a break and come home to bed.

Breakfast served to Public 7:00 to 10:45 A.M. Student Club Members Meals Served: 11:00 A.M. to 1 P.M. Evening: 4:05 P.M. Only Club Members Served During These Hours Fountain and Short Orders Served to Public at all Other Times

Visit Our Store—Try Our Fountain Specialties

SODAS . . . . 

U N D A E S . . . .

AWDVICIES

HANNON-BACH PHARMACY

BETWEEN THE BANKS

FAIRMOUNT'S ICE CREAM

The Peak of Quality